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Crucial Issues in Teaching of Symbolic Expressions1)
Tatsuro MIWA
Professor Emeritus, University of Tsukuba.
By symbolic expression I mean alpha-numerical expression, that is, expression
composed of numerals and alphabetical letters as well as mathematical signs.
Use of letter standing for an unknown number dated back to Diophantus in the 3rd
century.

Viète in the 16th century expressed known constants as well as unknown numbers

with letters, and Descartes in the 17th century almost completed current system of symbolic
expressions (Kieran 1990, 1992; Nakamura 1962).

Comparing with the long history of

mathematics, use of symbolic expressions can be said relatively new. With the use of symbolic
expressions, progress of mathematics in general, algebra and calculus in particular, is
remarkable, and their application to physical sciences built up the foundation of modern
technology and civilization.
Today, introduction to symbolic expressions is one of the most fundamental content in
secondary mathematics education for all students (DES & WO 1989; MOE 1989, 1999;
NCTM 1989, 2000). Many teachers and students find difficulties in teaching and learning of
symbolic expressions, and many research studies and conferences focus on them (Algebra
Working Group to NCTM 1995; Bednarz et al. 1996; Bell 1995; Coxford 1988; Dossey 1998;
Kaput 1995, 1998; Kieran 1990, 1992, 1996; Lacampagne 1995; NCTM & MSEB 1998;
OSGME 1987; Royal Society & JMC Working Group 1995; Steen 1995; Wagner & Kieran
1989a, 1989b). This Regular Lecture focuses on this problem. Considering limit of time, I
will concentrate on the foundation of the subject and teaching at introductory stage.
My lecture consists of the following two sections and Concluding Remarks:
1 Nature of Symbolic Expression and Its Use
This is the foundation of the subject, on which I proceed discussion and analysis in the
next section. Firstly characteristics of symbolic expression as mathematical language are
discussed, and then its wide use and where it is effective are given with a few examples.
2 Teaching of Symbolic Expressions at Introductory Stage
Firstly my proposal for teaching of symbolic expressions at introductory stage is
presented.

Then three processes of language aspect, which form obviously core part of

teaching of symbolic expressions, and the relation to teaching of arithmetic in elementary
school as basis for the teaching are considered. Finally technology and teacher, which are most
influential factors to teaching, are discussed.
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In preparation for this lecture, I owe much to many scholars and researchers in
mathematics education around the world through their research papers, articles, documents
and books on the subject. They are too many to list their names here. At the start, I would
like to express my heartfelt thanks to all these scholars and researchers.
1

Nature of Symbolic Expression and Its Use

(1)

Nature and characteristics of symbolic expression

A.

Symbolic expression as a mathematical language
In mathematics, symbolic expression is most important and indispensable means of

communication and thinking, and it is regarded as mathematical language.

It has the

following characteristics (MOE 1989, 1999; Sfard 1987, 1991):
(a)

It is clear and concise.

(b)

It can express the general.

(c)

It can be transformed formally.

(d)

It expresses process and also is manipulated as an object.
As to (a), symbolic expression is thorough and of no redundancy. It contains much

content and meaning. This can be seen obviously in comparison with everyday language. It
is because that only the aspect of quantities and their relations are focused on and expressed
while others are ignored. For instance, in solving a word problem with use of equation, which
is a typical example of symbol expression, an equation is made up by ignoring various nouns,
verbs, adjectives and adverbs and so on in the problem but focusing on a certain quantitative
relation, and solution is obtained by solving the equation. Further, symbolic expressions
represent result which are based on underlying very many concepts and principles. Like an
example E = mc2, we can find many symbolic expressions containing profound content in a brief
form.
As to (b), while number expression is confined to a particular value of quantity,
symbolic expression can express the general. In fact, with use of symbolic expression we
represent the general beyond the individual and the particular. Therefore it has ability to
elucidate mechanism and structure working in a situation.
The characteristics (c) is vital.

We can say that it is the reason why symbolic

expression is considered to be a means of thinking in mathematics.

Sometimes

transformation itself can work in place of thinking. Moreover, what is important is that
transformation can be done formally, that is, without taking meaning of letters and context of
symbolic expressions into consideration.
Characteristic (d) is different slightly from the above three but must be noticed. Just
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like formula of quadratic equation denotes the procedure to ask for solutions originally, symbolic
expression represents a process. It allows us making aware of the process by writing out in a
form of expressions. At the same time, symbolic expression is manipulated as an object, like
sum of solutions of a quadratic equation in formula is computed.

Understanding the

process-product duality of symbolic expression is important.
B.

Language aspect of symbolic expression
From the viewpoint of language, the relation between "signified" and "signifier,

symbolic expression" is considered. Transition process from signified to signifier is process "to
express" and the inverse process is "to read". Transition process between symbolic expressions
is "to transform" (Miwa 1996, 1998, 1999). Roles of the three processes in the use of symbol
expressions are sketched in a triangular diagram below, which I call Scheme of Use of Symbolic
Expressions (Miwa 1996, 1998, 1999).
Starting from a situation and going through a cycle of the three processes, it can be
expected that would make discoveries and gain insight in the situation.

Therefore, the

starting situation may be also assumed to be a terminal.
Symbolic Expressions
to express
Situation

to transform

(New Discoveries
& Insight)

to read
Symbolic Expressions*

Figure.1 Scheme of Use of Symbolic Expressions
C.

User of mathematical language
As to language user, it should be pointed out that illiteracy comes out when education

of language is not done adequately.

The illiteracy in symbolic expression is serious because it

leads to non-use of mathematics and shut off the gate to academic and professional career in
future.

Foreseeing technology society based on mathematics, an urgent task for us

mathematics educators is to prevent the illiteracy of this kind (Dossey 1998; Kaput 1995, 1998;
Royal Society & JMC Working Group 1995).
In addition, it should be noted that language is deeply rooted in culture and that its
user is influenced largely by their cultural background. For instance, students' difficulties in
the well-known Student-Professor Problem is considered to be caused by representation of ratio
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in English and translation to symbolic expressions (Herscovics 1989; Lockhead & Mestre 1988).
Student-Professor Problem is a question “Write an equation using variables S and
P to represent the following statement: There are six times as many students as
professors at this university. Use S for the number of students and P for the numbers
of professors.” The rate of correct responses of 150 freshman engineering students at
a major state university in the US was 63%, and 68% of errors were reversals : 6S = P.
Interpretation of "letter as object" (Küchemann 1981), that is, the one that 2a+5b+a
was interpreted as 2 apples and 5 bananas and another apple by some UK students is another
example of this influence. This interpretation may be difficult for people other than English
speaking nations, because they do not know and cannot interpret a and b are abbreviation of
apple and banana respectively.
(2)

Use of symbolic expression

A.

Wide use of symbolic expressions
Symbolic expression is used in almost all strands of mathematics in secondary level

and above. In fact, it is widely used in all areas of algebra, elementary functions and analysis,
analytic geometry, linear algebra, finite mathematics, probability and statistics and others.
Speaking more correctly, without symbolic expressions it is impossible to develop quantitative
reasoning in the areas. Symbolic expression is essential in sciences which use quantitative
methods, and this can be seen typically in physical sciences and science of economics. This is
also true for areas of technology.
B.

Where symbolic expressions are effective
Symbolic expression is particularly effective in pattern-finding and generalization as

well as problem solving in a broader sense, let alone study of functional relations (Bell 1995;
DES & WO 1989; NCTM 1989, 2000; Royal Society & JMC Working Group 1995; Schoen 1988).
Pattern-finding can be made by seeing that a situation is not unique but an element of a certain
set. This assumes generation of variables, and to express with use of symbolic expressions is
most appropriate for number patterns.
Example 1. Number pattern: Product of square plus one
For three integers 1,2 and 3, an equality
(12 + 1)(22 + 1) = 32 + 1

(1)

holds, as the left side is equal to 2×5＝10 and it is equal to the right side.
This equality seems to be a special and unique relation among three integers 1,2 and 3.
However, we see another equality
(22 + 1)(32 + 1) = 72 + 1

(2)

holds. Thus we do not see a triple (1, 2, 3) as a special triple of three consecutive
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integers but we can see it as a triple of two consecutive integers and other integer. We
can conjecture a pattern of the above form that for two consecutive integers a product
of the sums of square of each integer and one is equal to sum of square of an integer
and one.

With use of symbolic expressions the conjectured equality is written

concisely:
(n2 + 1)((n + 1)2 + 1) = A2 + 1,

A is an integer.

We find that the above equality holds when A is equal to n(n + 1) + 1.
Moreover, similar to the above equalities (1) and (2) we can find a pattern in
(12 + 1)(32 + 1) = 42 + 4,
(22 + 1)(42 + 1) = 92 + 4.
This leads to the following conjecture:
(n2 + 1)((n + 2)2 + 1) = P2 + 4,

P is an integer.

Generalization means "constructing variables" (Dörfler 1991).

This presupposes

existence of certain invariant. Generalization of propositions (Harel & Tall 1991; Lee 1996;
Mason 1996) concerning numbers requires use of symbolic expression.
Example 2. Generalization of Example 1
From the equality

(n2 + 1)((n + 1)2 + 1) = A2 + 1,

A= n(n + 1) + 1,

in Example 1, we can make a generalization by regarding an operation + as variable
and preserving forms of factors and result:
(n2−1)((n + 1)2−1) = B2−1, B is an integer. (B= n(n + 1)−1).
Moreover, we can go ahead by regarding 1 in factors and result as variable and
preserving forms of factors and result:
(n2 + k)((n + 1)2 + k) = C2 + k, k is any integer and C is an integer.
(C= n(n + 1)−k).
Further, when we consider n and (n + m) in place of consecutive integers n and (n + 1) ,
we can find the generalized equalities hold:
(n2 + 1)((n + m)2 + 1) = Q2 + m2,

m is any integers and Q is an integer.

(Q=n(n + m) + 1).
(n2 + k)((n + m)2 + k) = R2 + m2k, k and m are any integers and R is an integer.
(R = n(n + m) + k).
In problem solving, symbolic expression is used effectively not only for mathematically
formulated problems but also ill-formulated ones. Typical in the former are applications of
equation and inequality. For the latter, symbolic expression is used in problem formulation
and its solution. Mathematical modeling is a typical example. Then specification of vital
relationship among various quantitative relations in the situation is most important and
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symbolic expressions is suitable for the work.
Example 4. “Can Problem” (Kumagai 1999)
Among many kinds of cans, soft drink cans are focused on. They are assumed to be of
cylinder shapes. Given below are data of their shapes, volume V (c.c.), radius of base
circle r (cm), height

h (cm) and rate h/2r :

Commodities V (c.c.)

r (cm)

h (cm)

rate h/2r

(s(x) )

A

128

2.45

6.80

1.387

(1.011)

B

360

3.35

10.20

1.522

(1.019)

C

525

3.60

12.90

1.792

(1.036)

D

1242

5.15

14.90

1.447

(1.015)

E

2306

6.65

16.60

1.248

(1.005)

F

2528

6.80

17.40

1.279

(1.007)

If volume of a cylinder is constant, its surface area is minimal when h = 2r, or h/2r = 1,
that is, when the height is equal to diameter of base circle. This is obtained with
elementary calculus. A cylinder with minimal surface looks like a square when seen
horizontally. As can be seen in the above table, shapes of soft drink cans differ largely
from the optimistic one. Why does this happen? Or, why do soft drink companies
disregard loss of surface materials and favor appearance and easy handling of cans?
What follows is a simple solution of this question.
In a cylinder, whose radius of base circle is r and height is h, let S and V be its surface
area and volume respectively.
S = 2πrh + 2πr2,

V =πr2h.

Let V be constant value V0. As said above, S is minimal when h = 2r. We express value
of r and S when S is minimal as r0 and S min respectively.
V0 = 2πr0 3,

S min = 2πr0×2 r0 +2πr0 2 = 6πr0 2

Let x be h/2r. When x is equal to 1 , S is minimal and S = S min .
Let S(x) be surface area for x, and we consider s(x) = S(x) / S min, which represents how
far the surface area for x deviates from the minimal value. We will explore variation
of s(x) = S(x) / S min as a function of x .
h = 2rx,

S(x) = 2πrh+2πr2 = 4πr2x+2πr2 = 2πr2 (2x+1),

V0 =πr2×2rx = 2πr3 x = 2πr0 3,

r3 x = r0 3, r = r 0 x−1/3

S(x) = 2πr0 2 (2x+1) x−2/3
s(x) = S(x) / S min = (2πr0 2 (2x+1) x−2/3 ) /(6πr0 2 ) = 1/3×(2x+1) x−2/3
= 1/3×((2x+1)3 /x2)1/3 = 1/3×(8x+12+6/x+1/x2 )1/3
Without knowing values of s(x) in interval 1.1≦x≦1.8, however, we can neither know
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variation of s(x) in details nor reach to the solution of the question. Using spreadsheet
(computer software) the following result is obtained:
x

1.1

s(x)

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

2.0

1.001 1.004 1.007 1.012 1.017 1.023 1.030 1.036 1.043 1.050

Now it is clear that loss of surface material is unexpectedly small, e.g., for x less than
1.3 loss is below 1%. Values of s(x) corresponding to those of x in the table are given in
the above table with parenthesizes. Therefore companies can disregard loss of surface
materials and favor appearance and easy handling of cans.
We must not forget that only use of symbolic expressions cannot solve problems, but
collaboration of computing tool such as calculator and computer is very helpful. However, as
the above case, it is impossible for us to reach solution without use of symbolic expressions.
2

Teaching of Symbolic Expressions at Introductory Stage

In teaching of symbolic expressions in general, at introductory stage in particular, most
crucial thing is not to produce illiteracy with respect to it as indispensable mathematical
language. Since there is no doubt that symbolic expression is assumed to be newly introduced
language, foreign language, the followings are required fundamental in teaching (Mochizuki &
Yamada 1996):
・ To let students have strong desire to communicate and to think with it.
・ To make clear the purpose of communication and thinking.
・ To emphasize what to communicate and think as well as rules of writing.
The proposal follows from the above perspective.
(1)

Proposal for teaching at introductory stage
According to the principle that symbolic expression is foundation of mathematics for all

but not for a few able, I would like to propose that teaching of it at introductory stage, in
particular, is desirable to be organized so that language aspect and its use are combined
systematically. The principle denotes that it is crucial to ensure solid foundation for all to be
competent for using symbolic expressions as means of communication and thinking in
mathematics.

This may be interpreted immediately that students become competent to

generate symbolic expressions and manipulate them. It is true only partially. I find an
evidence that not a few students are reluctant to use symbolic expressions. Speaking in more
details, even in a situation when use of symbolic expression is appropriate and students
themselves are capable of using it, many of them are reluctant to use symbolic expressions and
prefer to use numerical and/or geometric means instead of them.
The evidence comes from our experience of Japan-US Collaborative Research
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(Nakahara-Ishida 1992), in which we surveyed an item "Pick a point P on the line
segment AB and make two squares: One side of the one is AP and one side of the other
is PB. Where should the point P be located to satisfy the condition that the sum of the
areas of two squares is a minimum? Write a way of solution and the answer to the
problem." I focused on result of Japanese subjects of 11th graders, who had learned
algebra of quadratic equations and functions that is required for solving the item and
were expected to be capable of using the necessary knowledge and skills. Eighty
three percent of Japanese subjects answered correctly and the responses classified by
the way they used are as follows:
Responses

Percent of responses (N=234)

・quadratic expressions (complete)

15 %

・quadratic expressions (incomplete)

13 %

・numerical tables (calculation of area)

26 %

・drawing figures

20 %

・explanation with words

15 %

・no answer

11 %

Only about one fourth, correctly 28%, of subjects used symbolic expressions including
those who used incomplete ways. Except for those who gave no answer, the other 61%
of subjects used numerical tables, drawing figures or explanation with words, which are
only exemplary but not general.
Thus to be competent does not necessarily lead to the will to use, and becoming skillful
at generating and manipulating symbolic expressions alone does not form a firm foundation of
mathematics. Metaphorically, to become skillful is compared to training of grammar and
spelling in writing. What to communicate and think and for what purpose are important as
well.
Someone would say that the teaching advocated above is not different from what is
implemented today.

For instance, looking at Japanese Course of Study by Ministry of

Education (MOE 1989, 1999), teaching content with respect to symbolic expressions in
mathematics of the seventh grade, the first year of secondary school, contains generation of
symbolic expressions, their computation (necessary for solving linear equation with one
unknown), linear equation and its application, and direct and inverse proportion. This shows
that students learn language aspect of symbolic expressions and its use at this grade and the
teaching advocated seems to be present already. In actual classroom teaching, however,
content are taught sequentially; to express first, to manipulate second and then to solve
equations and word problems, and finally proportion. Neither systematic combination nor
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unification are made. In generation of expressions various kinds of quantities and their
relations are taught. Student are involved in learning of these expressions and cannot afford
to direct their thinking to what its use are. This reveals that appropriate consideration of
contexts is absent. To express many kinds of quantities and their relations is considered to be
aiming at preparation for solving word problems with use of equations and proportion in
situations, because various kinds of quantities and their relations are contained in them. In
computation of symbolic expressions, how to manipulate are taught and students engage
diligently in practice to become skillful. For them to be proficient in the skills seems to be for
the sake of itself or for good mark in mathematics class, though obviously moderate fluency of
manipulation is necessary. After this long preparation, there appear solving linear equation as
well as word problems with use of it and proportions. Can one imagine that all students
persevere in long preparation of learning symbolic expressions? During preparation can they
have any purpose of communicating and/or thinking? Can they have the will to communicate
and think with symbolic expressions? Isn’t it true that what students learned and practiced are
only rules and its application?
Thus crucial thing is teaching approach rather than scope of content in teaching.
Desirable approach is the one which demolish the above mentioned sequential way and unify
generation and manipulation of symbolic expressions - important language aspect of them - and
their use systematically. Pattern-finding and generalization as well as problem solving are
good examples of use of symbolic expressions (Bell 1995; DES & WO 1989; NCTM 1989, 2000;
Royal Society & JMC Working Group 1995; Schoen 1988). Then suitable context setting must
not be forgotten (Algebra Working Group to NCTM 1995). In addition, the followings are
noted (Mochizuki & Yamada 1996):
・ Let students appreciate symbolic expressions among various ways of representation, such
as everyday language, numerical tables and graphs.
・ Do not impose rules and restriction without reason and not force students to use specific
expressions.
(2)

Teaching of three processes in language aspect
Three processes, to express, to read, and to transform, form core part of teaching at

introductory stage.

It should be remarked firstly that letters in symbolic expressions at

introductory stage are standing for numbers and numerical values.

Secondly, from the

viewpoint of form, symbolic expressions are classified into two, phrase type and sentence type.
The former contains symbols expressing objects, signs of arithmetic operations and
parenthesizes, and the latter is a form connecting two phrase type expressions with a sign
expressing relation. Phrase type expresses quantity and sentence type expresses quantitative
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relation (Miwa 1996, 1998).
A.

To express
Process to express, that is, to generate symbolic expressions is surely the start in

teaching of symbolic expressions (Bell 1995; Royal Society & JMC Working Group 1995).
Needless to say, everyday language structure as cultural background for students influences
this process largely. Teacher must remember this importance always in their teaching.
In process to express in phrase type expressions, consideration from both side of
signified quantities and signifying letters are needed. In the former, requisites are meaning of
four arithmetic operations and various formulas among quantities as well as understanding of
the order in integers and remainder classes by division. In the latter, following principles are
implicit (Miwa 1996, 1998):
・ Different quantities are expressed by using different letters.
・ If a quantity is determined in terms of other quantities which were already expressed by
letters and/or numerals, then the quantity is expressed in accordance with the way it is
determined.
Here two problems are discussed. One is students’ difficulties in generating symbolic
expressions for quantities which they can calculate numerically. I guess considerable numbers
of students have difficulty of this type. As they can calculate, they must know meaning of
arithmetic operations and relations among quantities as well as formulas. They must be
concentrating on calculation but unconscious of the process itself. Thus in order to overcome
the difficulty, it is necessary to make conscious of the process in more details, that is, what
quantities (and/or rates and so on) the numbers used in calculation stand for and how (by what
kind of operations and in what order) they are calculated. Then, to make conscious of the
process enables to reconsider the numbers like letters and to generate symbolic expressions.
This attention to the process is related to what I discussed in the characteristics (d) of
symbolic expression in 1 (1). For this object, to represent the process with everyday language
and/or figures and diagrams is also effective.
The other problem is understanding the meaning of letters in expressions and their
sequence in teaching. Usually, it is mentioned that meaning of letters includes definite but
unknown numbers, generalized numbers and variables in functional relations (Küchemann
1981; Usiskin 1988). Therefore, teaching them systematically in an appropriate order is
needed. If it fails, students must fall into serious confusion. For Japanese seventh graders,
after teaching of linear equation teaching of direct proportion starts and expression y = ax is
presented. What is meant by letters x, y and a is explained to students but it may be uneasy
task for them to discriminate letter x in equation and in proportion, let alone letter a.
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I will add a brief explanation on process to express in sentence type expressions.
Equation and equality are typical examples of sentence type expressions and made up by
connecting two phrase type expressions with the equal sign“＝”. However, it is difficult for
students to make up equation and equality generally as they are not mere connection of
two phrase type expressions in many problems (Lockhead & Mestre 1988; MacGregor & Stacey
1993; Stacey & MacGregor to appear). Reversal error in Students-Professor Problem is an
example. In making up an equation with one unknown, which is necessary in solving a
word problem, through examining various quantities involved in a given problem and
analyzing their relations, it is required to specify an equal quantity and to express the quantity
in phrase type expressions with the use of letter x standing for an appropriate unknown
quantity in two different ways (Bednarz & Dufour-Janvier 1994; MacGregor & Stacey 1996a ;
Miwa 1996, 1998; Thompson & Thompson 1995).
B.

To read
Process to read

is

primarily

an

inverse

process of to express, that

is,

transition from symbolic expressions to signified quantities and their relations. It is to relate
symbolic expressions to quantities and their relations and

elucidate what

symbolic

expressions mean in the situation (MacGregor & Stacey 1994, 1996b). In reading, symbolic
expressions are referred to everyday language, numerical values and figures according to
the context of situations and user's intention (Miwa 1996, 1999). Yet we can read a
symbolic expression in situations other than the original one.

By this, what symbolic

expressions mean can be enlarged into wider contexts. For instance, multiplication formula
in

algebra

is

read

and

interpreted

as

relation

of

areas

or

volumes

geometrically.
Further, it is assumed that the process includes an arrival at deeper understanding
and new vision out of which we can make a new discoveries and gain insight in the situation.
In fact, generalization and specialization can be done by clear comprehension and
reconsideration of what symbolic expressions mean (Miwa 1996, 1999). The following example
is based on generalization idea:
Example 4 Discrimination of multiples of

17, 7, 13, 11, and

19

It is well-known that two digits number 10a+b is a multiple of nine if a+b is a multiple
of nine.
This is obvious seeing that
10a+b = (9+1)a + b = 9a + (a + b).
We consider 100 in place of 10 and some multiple of a prime number, e.g., 17, near 100,
and preserve an idea of the discrimination of multiple of nine.
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Let three and above digits number be 100a+b, where a is a positive integer and b is a
non-negative integer less than 100.
・Multiple of 17: As 102 = 17×6 and 100a+b＝102a+(−2a+b) , 100a+b is a multiple of
17 if (−2a+b) is a multiple of 17. For instance, 646 is a multiple of 17, because a = 6
and−2a+b＝−12+46＝34＝17×２in this case.
・Multiple of 7: As 98 = 7×14 and 100a+b＝98a+(2a+b), 100a+b is a multiple of 7 if
(2a+b) is a multiple of 7. For instance, 1001 is a multiple of 7, because a = 10 and
2a+b＝20+1＝21＝7×3 in this case.
・Multiple of 13, 11 and 19: As 104 = 13×8, 99 = 11×9 and 95= 19×5, considering
similarly we see that 100a+b is a multiple of 13 if (−4a+b) is a multiple of 13, a
multiple of 11 if (a+b) is a multiple of 11, and a multiple of 19 if (5a+b) is a multiple of
19, respectively.
This discrimination is useful when we know two digits multiples of these numbers.
C.

To transform
Process to transform symbolic expressions is to change a given symbolic expression to a

different form from the original one.

For instance, in phrase type expressions, it is

computation of expressions such as simplifying, developing and factoring (Bell 1995; Royal
Society & JMC Working Group 1995).
To transform is done formally, that is, without considering the meaning of letters and
the context of symbolic expressions. This is a remarkable strength of symbolic expressions.
In compensation, however, transformation must be done under the transformation rules. The
rules imply existence of invariant in transformation. In fact, for transformation of phrase type
expressions the expressed quantities are invariant and numerical values of the expressions for
any substitution are invariant if they are definite. For sentence type expressions quantitative
relations are invariant (Miwa 1996, 1999).
As long as user obeys the transformation rules, transformation to any form is allowed.
Therefore user cannot perform transformation effectively unless he is conscious of the goal.
That is, transformation is guided by user's clearly intended goal. This is a partial but not
minor reason why students often lose their ways in middle of using symbolic expressions and
turn round and round uselessly (Miwa 1996, 1999).
In teaching of process to transform, transformation rules are desirable not to be given
formally as rules to obey but be given as meaningful ways backed up with concrete things, such
as numerical values, quantities and figures.
D. Relationship among three processes
The roles of three processes in the use of symbolic expressions are sketched in Scheme
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of Use of Symbolic Expressions in 1 (1). Looking into details, however, three processes are
considered not to be isolated but connected, and making good use of their connections is
effective in teaching.

What follows are a few examples (Arcavi 1994).

To read generated expressions and relate them to the original situation allows to check
whether they express the quantities and their relations correctly or not. Thus to express and
to read can be regarded as the processes of going back and forth. Substitution of numerical
values in expressions is another example of check by reading. This is helpful for checking
expressions generated from numerical tables (MacGregor & Stacey 1993).
Further, in selection of appropriate letters and expressions affording to represent
structures fully in a situation, which is very important in process to express, we can examine
whether the selection is good or not through reading the generated expressions. For instance,
on a proposition "For three consecutive integers, square of the middle is one larger than the
product of two other integers.", a student expressed x2 −yz=1, expressing y, x and z for the
three integers (Kieran 1992).

To read this expression immediately makes clear that the

expression is inappropriate because it does not express consecutiveness of integers which is an
indispensable condition in the proposition.
In addition, to read often allows better selection of expressions. For instance, on a
proposition "Sum of three consecutive integers is multiple of three." , a student expressed
n+(n+1)+(n+2)=3n+3.

We note that the right side is rewritten 3(n+1), and can read that the

sum is equal to three times of the middle integer. When we express n for the middle integers,
these three integers are expressed n−1, n and n+1, and their sum is equal to (n−1) + n + (n+1)
= 3n. Then we can see symmetry in it and generalize the proposition easily by changing 1 to k,
and by changing three consecutive integers to five and other odd consecutive integers (Miwa
1996, 1999).
Often different expressions of a quantity based on different ways of thinking appear in
a situation and students question whether they are equal or not.

Then transformation

resolves the question. For instance, when marbles are arranged in a shape of rectangular
sides whose length and width are a and b respectively, as illustrated in the figure in the right,
the number
of marbles on the sides in all is expressed in
various ways.

The followings are examples:

・2(a+b)−4,

・2a+2(b−2),

・2(a−1)+2(b−1),

・ab−(a−2)(b−2).

By simple computation we can see easily they are all equal.
Whether transformation is performed correctly is checked by comparison of numerical
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values of transformed expressions with the original one by substitution. This is an example of
check by reading (Miwa 1996, 1999).

Further, to ascertain reasonableness of result by

transformation is also done by reading, e.g., comparison of numerical values and drawing
suitable figures.
I will add that reading makes it easy to determine the goal of transformation. For
instance, when we wish to prove an equality (see Example 1 in 1(2))
(n2 + 1)((n + 1)2 + 1) = A2 + 1,

A is an integer,

we see that by developing the left side,
n2 (n + 1)2 + n2 + (n + 1)2 + 1
must be equal to right side, A2 + 1.

Thus n2 (n + 1)2 + n2 + (n + 1)2 = A2 is seen the goal of

transformation.
(3)

Relation to arithmetic teaching in elementary school
Obviously teaching of symbolic expressions is based on that of arithmetic in

elementary school, as students' understanding of symbolic expression is based on that of
arithmetic (Herscovics & Linchevski 1994; Kieran 1989, 1990; Lee & Wheeler 1989; Thompson
& Thompson 1995). In fact, letters in symbolic expressions stand for numbers and numerical
quantities, and operation signs and rules are same as those in arithmetic. However, there are
differences between number expressions in arithmetic and symbolic expressions. For instance,
in arithmetic concatenation of numerals represents commonly addition, such as 23 = 20 + 3 and
2・1/3 = 2 + 1/3, while those in symbolic expressions represent multiplication, such as 2a = 2×a,
ab = a×b. Moreover, students often recognize in arithmetic that left side of equal sign denotes
process and right side product, such as 3 + 2 = 5, but do not recognize that both sides are same
or equivalent. It is not the case for symbolic expressions. Further, strategies in solving
problems in arithmetic and those with use of equations ‐typical symbolic expressions‐ are
very

different

(Kieran

1990, 1992).

Thus many

students’ misconceptions

and

misunderstanding in symbolic expressions originate in their arithmetic learning. In teaching
symbolic expressions, grouping what students leaned in arithmetic into two, those to preserve
and strengthen and those to reconsider and revise, and taking both into consideration
appropriately is essential.
What follows are those contained in the former and students are expected to master
fully in arithmetic.

They are very important in generation of symbolic expressions:

・Number concept and its relation to arithmetic operations, particularly that of rational number
and division (OSGME 1987)
In arithmetic, what is needed is proficiency in four rules of numbers as well as grasp of
closed property with respect to operation and making explicit expression of its result. Then
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division is crucial. In arithmetic, division of integers is done in three ways; to ask for quotient
and remainder within integers, quotient as finite or infinite decimal fraction and quotient as
fractional number. For instance, in division of 13 by 3, possible answers are 4 and remainder 1,
4.333･･･ and 4・1/3 (or 13/3). Some students are not confident that division of integers has a
definite quotient. On the other hand, in symbolic expression a÷3 is written in the fractional
form a/3. Some students cannot recognize that a/3 stands for a definite number if a is not
divisible by 3. Not only they may consider it something not understandable and cannot
manipulate, but they may feel forced to write indefinite and mysterious thing due to convention
in mathematics. This leads to distrustful feeling for symbolic expressions as typical tool of
mathematics. In order to prevent such situation, teacher needs to help students recognize that
division is always possible unless divisor is 0 and the result, quotient, is definite and expressed
as fractional number. That is, students need to understand rational number concept and its
expression a/b, where a and b are integers and b≠0.
In addition, to be understood is that for integers, multiplicative expression implies
divisibility. For instance, that 15 is divisible by 3 is seen when 15 is expressed in a form 3×5,
but it is unnecessary to do division 15 by 3 actually. This expression is used in multiple and
divisor problems in symbolic expressions as well as arithmetic.
・Quantitative relations and their relationship to arithmetic operations
Geometric quantities, physical quantities and derived quantities from these as well as
quantities in everyday life are taught in arithmetic. They are also treated in secondary
mathematics. Relations of these quantities are also important. Quantitative relations are
generally represented with four arithmetic operations and they are associated with meaning of
these operations. Some of them are listed up in formulas with everyday language, e.g., speed
is equal to length divided by lapse of time. Without understanding of quantitative relations
represented with operations, generation of symbolic expression is almost impossible or very
poor even if possible.
・Rate, ratio and proportionality (OSGME 1987)
It is acknowledged widely that many students have difficulties in generating symbolic
expressions for fractional quantities, even if they can do for integral ones. It is also true for
quantities and their relations in a problem which contains rate and ratio. Multiplication and
division of numbers in general, those of fractional numbers in particular, and multiplicative
relations between quantities are deeply rooted in an idea of proportionality. The idea obviously
presupposes the notion of rate and ratio. These notions are supposed to be intrinsic but to
make them aware is essential. Thus understanding of rate, ratio and proportionality is crucial
in order to express quantities and their relations without restriction to integers.
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(4)

Most influential factors in teaching
Many factors influence mathematics teaching. Certainly most influential in teaching

symbolic expressions is technology, let alone teacher (Fey 1989; House 1988; Kieran 1990;
Wagner & Kieran 1989b). I would like to concentrate on technology and teacher here.
A.

Technology
Generally speaking, technology stimulates and promotes students’ various

mathematical activities and helps them develop mathematical thinking.

Calculators and

computers, which are most familiar tools of technology in mathematics classrooms today, are
very powerful.

For instance, graphing calculators have ability of plotting graphs when

expressions of functional relations are given and showing corresponding values in more details
by zooming, and computers have ability of manipulation of symbolic expressions.
They are expected to be very helpful for teaching symbolic expressions (Kaput 1995;
Royal Society & JMC Working Group 1995). However, I must point out that calculators and
computers do not take the place of symbolic expressions, that is, when expressions are given the
machines draw graphs and manipulates them, but they do not give the expressions themselves
from problem situations. Moreover, it is obvious that they do not help students generate
symbolic expressions directly. Though it is said that computer programming is of help for the
generation of symbolic expressions (Sutherland 1989, 1991, 1993), it is another problem
whether we can replace teaching of symbolic expressions with that of programming. I wonder
if completely computer-dependent system of teaching of algebra, even if it exists, is effective for
teaching of symbolic expressions. Another example of use of computer is drill and practice for
generation and manipulation of symbolic expressions, and intelligent computer assisted
instruction (or learning) is widely used now. This is considered effective and helpful to
students. Obviously it is relevant to only limited part, drill and practice, of teaching of
symbolic expressions but not to crucial aspects of it.
Thus today cooperation and concerted work of technology facility and teaching of
symbolic expressions as well as thinking with use of them are most vital and desirable. I
exemplified cooperation of computer facility and use of symbolic expressions in the “can
problem” (Example 3 in 1 (2)), in which numerical investigation with spreadsheet and algebraic
manipulation elucidated the reason why shapes of cans deviate from the optimal one.
Needless to say, as progress of information technology is very rapid and marvelous,
what new mode of cooperation between information technology and teaching of symbolic
expressions will be in the next century is surely one of the most crucial issues.
B.

Teacher
Teacher is, as everyone knows, the most crucial factor in teaching. In teaching of
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symbolic expressions his/her role is particularly important (Thompson & Thompson 1995;
Wagner & Kieran 1989b).

One of the reasons is that symbolic expression is language.

Teacher is acquainted with it but students are quite unfamiliar and they are strangers to it.
Thus words used by students may have different meaning from teacher's words, and what
teacher says may not be understood correctly by students and vice versa.
It is common that when students encounter symbolic expressions for the first time in
mathematics class, they rely on their previous experiences in arithmetic learning. Students'
previous experiences is surely helpful, but causes their misconceptions and misunderstanding
actually, as I discussed in 2(3). As a proficient user of mathematical language, teacher is
required to help students correct their misunderstanding, and to have sympathetic imagination
for the students' misconceptions. Sometimes students' writings and actions may be beyond
teacher's imagination. Teacher is expected to cope with these situations with perseverance.
Examples of misconceptions and misunderstanding are found in mathematics education
research studies in the world but it is clear that not all are found in them. In this respect,
teacher as researcher is an expected role for him/her.
I will add another expectation for teacher regarding the role of example in teaching.
In teaching of symbolic expressions, teacher often explains concepts and rules with use of
examples. Important is concepts and rules in general and examples are used in order to
facilitate understanding, and students are expected to see concepts and rules through the
examples. This is also true in problem solving with use of symbolic expressions. Important
thing is to know that use of symbolic expressions is very helpful for solving problems, including
word problems. Frequently, however, in mathematics classes it is emphasized to understand
given word problems which are worked out, while it is forgotten that these problems are
examples.
Concluding Remarks
In the lecture, firstly I discussed characteristics of symbolic expression as
mathematical language, and its wide use in mathematics and sciences and its effectiveness in
pattern-finding and generalization as well as problem solving. Secondly I concentrated on
teaching of symbolic expressions at introductory stage, presented proposal on the teaching and
discussed teaching of language aspect, that is, three processes, to express, to read and to
transform, and their connections. Then I considered its relation to arithmetic teaching in
elementary school and finally addressed most influential factors, technology and teacher.
These are relevant to school mathematics education but they are also helpful in lifelong
education for adults and teacher education, I am sure.
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Here I will mention a few issues on teaching of symbolic expressions at intermediate
/advanced stage in school level, which I cannot address by the limitation of time:
・Understanding of meaning of letters extended beyond numerical quantities, such as vectors
and matrices, whose algebraic structures are different from number field.
・Understanding of difference in meaning of letter as parameter and variable.
・Distinction of expression and its value, which leads to concept of identity.
・Becoming skillful in specifying vital relationship among quantitative relations in a problem.
Finally what I discussed today are certainly not new but well-known to many audience
here, if not all. However, I will conclude that what is known is not always done well in classes
and that there must exist further more for us to know in teaching and learning of mathematics
in general, those of symbolic expressions in particular.
Note
1) This is a revised version with References of the text of a Regular Lecture in the 9th
International Congress on Mathematical Education, held on 31 July - 6 August, 2000, at
Makuhari, Chiba, Japan.
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